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Abstract
The area of text processing is an interesting one both for psycholinguists
attempting to understand how language works and for those who focus
on making texts accessible. However, understanding a text is a complex
process that involves several different aspects, of which I discuss three main
ones: comprehension, processing speed and ease, and reader reception,
along with ways to study these aspects based on the reader and the text. A
main argument in this chapter is that experiments should attempt to take
these multiple aspects into account, and I describe two approaches that I
have used to do so, and discuss their pros and cons. Based on this, some
avenues of further research are outlined.

1. Introduction
Since working with Ocke-Schwen Bohn as his PhD-student, I have shared
with him a devotion to understanding language through experiments.
Experiments help us understand language processing on many levels,
including speech perception, word recognition, and sentence processing.
However, when we approach the level of text processing, we may be
reaching the limits of what experiments can do, or at least what experiments
can do alone: strict and sometimes artiﬁcial experimental manipulations and
standard behavioural measures like response times provide a mechanistic
and therefore too limited view of text processing. My argument in this
chapter is that a sound approach to text processing should attempt to take
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into account both what experiments tell us and what readers experience,
attempting to bridge the gap between the language processing that happens
in the psycholinguistic lab and the language processing that happens “in
the wild”.
The study of language processing in the psycholinguistic lab has
traditionally been based on closely matched items in factorial designs,
for instance comparing two different types of dative constructions using
the same lexical material (e.g. Balling & Kizach, 2017). Stimuli appear
without context and are generally constructed by the researchers rather than
sampled from actual language use. In addition, the tasks that participants
perform in the lab are often substantially different from language
processing in the wild, including tasks such as acceptability ratings, which
require the inclusion of ungrammatical sentences that we generally would
not encounter in real written discourse; self-paced reading, which only
gives access to one word at a time; and lexical decision, where we read
or listen to both real words and constructed nonsense words and decide
which are which. There are many advantages to the experimental approach,
particularly in the ability to isolate and understand a particular aspect of
processing, but in the case of text processing, this isolation arguably comes
with too severe drawbacks.
In the following, I will discuss the problem of the gap in the study
of text processing between language processing in the lab and language
processing in the wild and ways in which it may be, if not bridged, then at
least taken into account. The point of departure is an account in section 2 of
what I see as the primary reasons to study text processing, followed by an
outline in section 3 of three main aspects of text processing and how these
may be studied. Section 4 focuses on attempts to bridge the gap between
the lab and the wild, including both naturalistic experiments and other
possible avenues of research. I focus here on the processing of written text,
but some of the issues also apply to the study of oral discourse processing.

2. Why study text processing?
There are at least two main reasons for studying text processing: One is
the general linguistic one of wanting to know how language works, with
the speciﬁc psycholinguistic focus on understanding the relevant cognitive
mechanisms. The level of text processing is particularly interesting – and
complicated – in drawing on (the combination of) many other levels of
processing. In this sense, the study of text processing is an attempt to
understand the puzzle of how humans manage to read several hundred words
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a minute while having to perform a range of different and in themselves
rather complicated processing tasks, including recognising letters and
combining them to form words, accessing the lexical representations of
each of those words in a vocabulary of up to 150,000 words (Harley, 2008:
7), integrating them in phrasal and syntactic structures, and processing the
discourse relations between them. Here, the inﬂuential Lexical Quality
Hypothesis (Perfetti, 2007; Perfetti & Hart, 2002) argues that the quality
and accessibility of the lexical representations is particularly important, but
the other levels of processing and the coordination between them should of
course not be overlooked.
The second reason is more practically oriented, namely the aim to
improve text comprehension. This is for instance expressed in the Plain
Language movement (see for instance Federal Plain Language Guidelines,
2011 for the US; Kjærgaard, 2016 for a discussion of the movement in the
Nordic countries), as well as writing guides (e.g. Jacobsen & Jørgensen,
1992; Rozakis, 2000; Sorenson, 2010; Williams, 2005) and language
policies, of which for instance those of the Danish courts (Kjærgaard,
2011a, 2011b, 2012) and Denmark’s taxation authority have been carefully
studied (Kjærgaard, 2015). These publications are not concerned with text
processing per se, but the aim to improve comprehension and make texts
more accessible should involve (psycholinguistic) considerations of how
texts are actually processed and comprehended when read by different
users.

3. Three main aspects of text processing
A main challenge when studying text processing is that it covers many
different facets, not all of which are directly measurable. An obvious main
issue – and in some respects in fact the main issue – is comprehension in
the sense of understanding the contents of the text. This is an everyday
activity for most literate people, but it remains hard both to deﬁne and to
measure.
With respect to deﬁning comprehension, it is important to consider
both the depth and breadth of comprehension. The balance between these
depends crucially on the purpose of reading – is it to look for a detail, get
an overall sense of the topic, experience a narrative, or something else
entirely – and on the motivation for reading, which could be interest or
obligation or somewhere in between. Alternatively, we may think about
purpose and motivation in terms of the three different types of goals for the
reading of a given text outlined by Graesser, Singer, and Trabasso (1994):
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default which is the goal of constructing an adequate situation model
(see more on this concept below) for the text and is default in the sense
of being generally applicable to most, if not all types of text processing;
genre-based goals which are constrained by the type or genre of the text in
question; and idiosyncratic goals which come close to what I refer to as the
motivation for reading. In connection with the purposes and motivations
for text comprehension, learning is an obvious issue in many contexts, but
again, this is a phenomenon that comes in many varieties.
The variety of purposes and motivations for reading, and their
inﬂuence on the process, mean that we may have to accept that text
comprehension cannot be deﬁned in isolation from the purpose of and
motivation for the reading activity. This in turn becomes a methodological
challenge in the empirical study of text processing, in that we must
somehow deﬁne the level of reading expected of our participants, either by
explicitly describing this or through speciﬁc task demands.
When it comes to measuring comprehension, there are multiple
options which again depend on or may deﬁne the purpose of reading. An
obvious choice in both text and sentence processing experiments (Bråten
& Anmarkrud, 2013; Cop, Drieghe, & Duyck, 2015; Pham & Sanchez,
2018; Veldre & Andrews, 2018, to name but a few, from different domains)
is multiple-choice or other forced-choice questions; this is a relatively
quick and straightforward approach but potentially measures only rather
superﬁcial comprehension and relatively passive knowledge. More indepth processing may be indexed by asking open questions (Balling, 2018)
or requiring readers to recall the contents of texts they have read, and then
scoring that recall for how many and how important ideas are recalled (e.g.
Spyridakis & Isakson, 1998). Apart from the obvious drawback of being
a more time-consuming research process, scoring of the replies relies to
some extent on interpretation, particularly when it comes to the distinction
between important and less important ideas.
In addition to the more generic objections to multiple-choice
comprehension assessment, there is also evidence that different measures
of comprehension measure different aspects of comprehension or different
aspects of the text structure: Kintsch & Yarborough (1982) found that
readers who had encountered texts with “good”, conventional rhetorical
structure performed better on questions about topic and main ideas of
that text than those who read texts with “bad”, unconventional rhetorical
structure, while cloze test performance remained the same irrespective of
rhetorical structure. It seems that overall rhetorical structure supports the
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macro-processing indexed by recall rather than micro-processing indexed
by cloze test performance. A further, extreme example of the difference
between micro- and macro-level processing is that of quoting the Quran
in Arabic without (otherwise) knowing Arabic (Kintsch, 1998: chapter 9),
where a certain micro-level of learning is “measured” by repetition, but
certainly not the kind of macro-level comprehension and learning that we
are usually interested in when studying text processing.
A second important aspect of text processing is the ease and speed
of the processing, which is partially an index of ease of comprehension
but also depends on the efﬁciency of decoding as well as the more general
language skills of the participants1, which in turn vary with their reading
proﬁciency. Experimental methods, including both standard behavioural
measures like word reading time in self-paced reading and more advanced
measurements like eye movements, are ideal for measuring speed, but
cannot in themselves help us distinguish between text comprehension and
decoding processes. To draw that distinction, there are broadly speaking
two approaches: One is to measure decoding skills through one or typically
more auxiliary tasks (see for instance the broad range of tasks used by
Kuperman & Van Dyke, 2011). The other option is to conduct experiments
with groups of participants with presumably similar decoding skills which
is the typical approach when we run experiments with college students
(e.g. most of the studies referenced in this text). However, even in such
relatively homogeneous samples, we may well see substantial variation in
decoding and general language processing skills, and the generalisability
to “reading” in the abstract – to the extent that such a thing even exists,
as discussed above – becomes questionable. We should also note that,
although there is a correlation between text processing skills and general
language skills, there is a substantial group of readers that read texts more
poorly than we would expect based on their general language skills, as
indicated by word reading ability (Perfetti & Adlof, 2012).
A third aspect of text processing, which is usually overlooked in
the literature that focuses on text and discourse processes, but emphasised
when the focus is on Plain Language and related approaches, is the
reader’s reception of the text and their resulting image of the sender. The
methods for studying this are generally decidedly not experimental, but
include comparative text analysis (e.g. Kjærgaard, 2011b), qualitative
1

Because my focus is on text processing, I take the liberty of conﬂating these two, potentially quite different issues of decoding and general language skills, though in other
contexts, it may be highly relevant to distinguish between them.
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interviews (e.g. Garwood, 2014), and questionnaires (e.g. Kjærgaard,
2015). A particularly interesting approach in this ﬁeld is the use of thinkaloud protocols, a method that has also been used as a quasi-experimental
paradigm in cognitive psychology (see e.g. Ericsson & Simon, 1980),
to study the reading and reception of texts qualitatively (Kjærgaard,
Gravengaard, Dindler, & Hjuler, 2018; Schriver, 1991).
One way of conceptualising these three different aspects of text
processing – comprehension, processing speed and reception – is in relation to the general model of discourse processing that originates with van
Dijk & Kintsch (1983) with later developments by Kintsch (1998) and
others. This model includes ﬁve levels: surface code, text base, situation
model, genre and rhetorical structure, and pragmatic communication. The
surface code is the explicit lexical and syntactic contents of the text, which
feed into the text base which is the reader’s representation of the core
semantic units of the text. The third level is the situation model which is
the reader’s representation of both the explicit contents of the text and the
inferences drawn based on the text and existing knowledge. The fourth and
ﬁfth levels, like the ﬁrst level, are oriented more towards the text/discourse
than towards the receiver, with the fourth level being genre and rhetorical
structure of the text or discourse, at various levels of granularity, and the
ﬁfth level the pragmatic communication, i.e. the message that the sender is
trying to convey with the text or discourse.
This is not the only possible model of discourse processing, but
it is one that is relatively broadly accepted and which provides a useful
framework for understanding the elements involved in discourse and text
processing. It also offers meaningful explanations for the different ways
text processing may be impeded or even break down (Graesser & Millis,
2011). In relation to the aspects described here, speed and efﬁciency relate
mostly to the ﬁrst two levels of the model, while reader reception concerns
levels 4 and 5, with comprehension understood as making sense of the text
drawing on all levels but with a focus on level 3.
While the preceding parts of this section have focused on the readers
and the reading process, an obvious further issue to consider is properties
of texts. Here, an extensive literature has attempted to formulate readability
indices that can measure the difﬁculty of a text, i.e. measure how difﬁcult
a reader will ﬁnd a text to comprehend based on properties of that text. In
a Danish context, the most common index is LIX (Björnson, 1968, cited
by Klare, 1984), while in the US the most commonly used indices seem to
be Flesch Reading Ease scale and the Flesch-Kincaid grade level scale that
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was derived from that (Flesch 1943, Kincaid et al. 1975, both cited by Bailin
& Grafstein, 2016). Most readability indices rely on some combination of
word length or frequency with sentence length; for an overview see Bailin
& Grafstein (2016), who also discuss many potential criticisms of standard
readability measures. The major issue is the reliance on word and sentence
lengths, which are correlated with, respectively, vocabulary difﬁculty and
syntactic complexity but not perfectly so. For instance, relatively long and
low-frequent words that consist of multiple well-known morphemes are
not necessarily difﬁcult to read because of their length (Bailin & Grafstein,
2016), and may in fact be easier to understand than their length would
predict, due to their morphological structure supporting recognition
(Balling, 2008). Similarly, longer sentences with simpler structure tend
to be easier to read than shorter sentences with more complex syntactic
structures, but this is not reﬂected in simple readability measures. In
addition, the formulaic nature of the readability formulas means that the
word and sentence length measures as well as frequency are assumed to
have straightforwardly linear incremental effects, which is not necessarily
the case (Bailin & Grafstein, 2016).
Another major issue, for readability formulas and for text processing
in general, is text coherence, i.e. the logical structure of the text, and the
explicit cohesive devices used to mark coherence. These are not captured
by traditional readability measures, but are likely to play a central role to
making sense of texts. A more recent attempt at automated capture of text
readability, Coh-Metrix (for a comprehensive overview, see McNamara,
Graesser, McCarthy, & Cai, 2014), does, as the name suggests, focus to
a large extent on coherence, including multiple measures of markers of
coherence, such as causal and referential cohesion. This approach is more
reﬁned than classical readability formulas, and generally also predicts text
difﬁculty better, to the extent that we can measure that. However, the CohMetrix approach also suffers from one of the same fundamental problems
as the more traditional readability formulas, namely the assumption that
readability can be measured through some mechanistic combination of
formal properties of the text (Bailin & Grafstein, 2016). Coh-Metrix uses
more and more ﬁne-grained variables, but it remains an issue for discussion
whether this class of approaches really capture what we want to capture,
and whether it is meaningful to attempt to measure readability based on
texts alone, to the exclusion of the text user.
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4. Bridging the gap
4.1 Naturalistic experiments
One way to attempt to bridge the gap between the lab and the wild in
text processing research is to use experiments that are more naturalistic
than the classical experiments described in the introduction. One way
to do so is working with eye-tracking rather than experiments whose
key measurements are based on explicit responses, like grammaticality
judgment and self-paced reading. This method has been used more for
studies of word and sentence processing than for studies of text, but at
least since Rayner, Chace, Slattery, & Ashby (2006) also to investigate text
and discourse processing. Rayner and colleagues found more and slightly
but signiﬁcantly longer ﬁxations for complex texts, indicating that eye
movements can be used as measurements of global text difﬁculty and text
comprehension.
However, the use of eye-tracking methodology does not in itself make
an experiment naturalistic. It does probably makes the reading process more
similar to real-life reading processes than classical experimental tasks, but
further steps are needed. One of them is investigating texts that are sampled
from actual language use rather than constructed by the experimenter. For
instance, I used authentic, only slightly edited descriptive and expository
texts to investigate the effect of writing advice – such as ‘avoid passives’
and ‘avoid nominalisations’ that tend to show up in writing guides and
language policies – on reading comprehension, in L1 Danish (Balling,
2013a) and L2 English (Balling, 2018). These studies are in some ways
experimental in the sense outlined in the introduction, primarily because
the investigation is based on two groups of participants each reading a
different version of the same (sentential or phrasal) constructions. These
experiments are nonetheless more naturalistic, and hence presumably more
ecologically valid, than traditional experiments because they are based on
authentic texts with minor experimental manipulations.
This use of authentic texts relies on three key design and analysis
decisions: ﬁrstly, the experiments used eye tracking of reading. Secondly,
the design and analysis relied on a regression approach where a range
of relevant variables could be statistically controlled in the statistical
analysis; since many predictor variables – including the frequency,
predictability and length of words and constructions – by deﬁnition cannot
be controlled beforehand in authentic texts, the statistical control becomes
an absolute necessity. While length and frequency are relatively standard
measures, predictability is harder to work with, leading to the third key
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design decision of controlling predictability through conditional trigram
frequency (originally inspired by MacDonald & Shillcock, 2003). The
basic logic of this approach is that we index the predictability of a target
word by taking the joint frequency of the target word and the two words
preceding it and dividing it by the joint frequency of the two preceding
words. For instance, for the highly predictable target word ‘ﬂøde’ (cream)
in the phrase ‘rødgrød med ﬂøde’ (roughly translated as jelly with cream, a
Danish dessert whose name is famously hard for non-Danes to pronounce):
freq('jelly
with cream')
freq('rødgrød
med ﬂøde')
__________________
___________________
,
or
p(cream)=
p(ﬂøde)= freq('rødgrød med')
freq('jelly with'),

In other words, how often out of the times we ﬁnd jelly with X is that X
actually cream. In this case quite frequently, but of course the measure
may also be used for very low predictabilities, and crucially also to
gauge the differences between different low predictabilities by using
tools from natural language processing (particularly the modiﬁed KneserNey smoothing of Chen & Goodman, 1998) to deal with non-attested
word bigrams and trigrams. This is in contrast to the standard method of
measuring predictability, namely asking a group of participants to ﬁll in
cloze tests for the target words. The cloze method tends to assign the same
zero probability to many words which are associated with probabilities
which are different but not high enough for the word to show up in a cloze
test (Yan, Kuperberg, & Jaeger, 2017). This lack of sensitivity at the low
end of the scale is particularly problematic in view of the evidence that
predictability effects are logarithmic in nature (Smith & Levy, 2013). The
word trigram-based method described here has the additional advantage
over cloze testing with human participants that, once the language model is
trained, the extraction of the predictability measure for the relevant words
is extremely fast. In the text processing experiments of (Balling, 2013a,
2018), the trigram-based predictability measure was averaged across the
target constructions to index the average predictability of the words in the
constructions.
These three design features – the use of eye-tracking, statistical
control in regression analyses, and trigram models to index predictability –
were used to allow the comparison of different types of target constructions
in authentic descriptive and expository texts. The texts were only slightly
edited to vary the versions of the target constructions between those forms
that are recommended by writing guides and those that are labelled as
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problem constructions, for instance actives vs. passives and sentential vs.
nominal constructions (see an overview of the most prominent construction
types in table 1). The original study by Balling (2013) showed no difference
in ﬁxation time between the recommended and problem constructions for
highly skilled L1 readers of Danish. Balling (2018) tested a similar group
of readers in their L2 English, investigating parallel differences for a lowerproﬁciency language but for readers with presumably similar decoding and
general language skills. Again, this study did not show an effect on the
ﬁxation time on the different types of constructions. As a further attempt
to encourage naturalistic but still somewhat controlled reading, the 2018
study used a set hypothetical but realistic comprehension frame for the
texts and open questions to measure comprehension.
Problem

Recommendation

Example

Nominalisation

Verbal construction

- is in relation to
+ relates to

Reduced relative
clause

Full relative clause

- information contained
+ information that is contained

Passive verb

Active verb

- amounts covered
+ amounts we cover

Long or complex Shorter sentences or words - be different
words or sentences
+ differ
Table 1. Examples of the construction types investigated in Balling (2013a) and
(2018), adapted from Balling (2018, table 1)

There are various possible reasons for this failure to detect an effect, aside
from the substantive interpretation that the differences investigated do not
in themselves matter, on which more below. These possible reasons fall
into two groups: speciﬁc problems with these speciﬁc studies, and more
general issues with this type of naturalistic experiment. Among the speciﬁc
reasons is the obvious one that the power of the experiments may not have
been sufﬁcient to detect effects of this manipulation; the fact that the
experiments did show effects of other predictors like construction length
and the position of the construction in the sentence makes this explanation
less likely, although it does remain a possibility. Turning to the design
characteristics of the experiments, another possibility is that the texts
were of too high quality (the manipulations on purpose did not disrupt the
coherence of the texts), that the readers were too proﬁcient to be affected
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by these relatively minor manipulations, and, related to both these points,
the possibility that the relevant manipulations – such as active vs. passive –
pertain so exclusively to the surface code of the text that they do not affect
processing in any measurable way, not even the relatively mechanistic
reading time measures employed in these studies.
There are also more general potential problems with the two studies
that arise because of the attempt to make the experiments as naturalistic
as possible. One issue is the averaged conditional trigram probability used
to index predictability: while this index works well as a predictor of the
predictability of single words (Balling, 2013b), the averaged measure used
in these two experiments and elsewhere (Balling & Kizach, 2017) may
not be sensitive enough and is often only borderline signiﬁcant. Another
issue is that because of the use of authentic texts and a naturalistic setup, the data are potentially quite noisy, particularly those from the 2018
study where participants were presented with full pages of text, while the
2013 study used sentence by sentence presentation which gives cleaner,
or at least more “cleanable” eye-tracking data, but again also less natural
reading.

4.2 Going more experimental: manipulating voice and givenness
Although we must always be careful with interpreting null results like the
ones discussed above, it is conceivable that the construction type differences
in themselves do not actually make a difference to text processing and
comprehension. Nevertheless, it also remains a possibility that differences
such as the one between active and passive constructions do in fact matter,
but only when considered in conjunction with the key factor of text
coherence. This possibility was investigated in a more strictly controlled
experiment where the use of active vs. passive voice was manipulated in
conjunction with the givenness of the agent and theme roles (Balling, in
preparation).
The experiment used sentence-by-sentence self-paced reading
of short constructed texts that were partly based on authentic texts from
news outlets. Each text consisted of six pairs of sentences: target sentences
with transitive main verbs in either the active or the passive voice and,
immediately preceding each target sentence, a context sentence which set
up either the agent or the theme of the target sentence as explicitly given,
see table 2 for an example quadruple of related sentences. The dependent
variable was reading time on the target sentences. In addition to the main
2*2 manipulation of voice and givenness, the analysis also included control
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variables such as sentence length in characters, trial number (arguably
indexing structural priming because the structures of target sentences were
quite similar), and reading time on the immediately preceding context
sentence.
CONTEXT SENTENCES
TARGET SENTENCES
Agent
Another focus area is
Active In the individual herd, [deterof target [DNA-investigations]agent
mine]verb active [DNA-investigasentence
tions]agent [family relations begiven
tween the giraffes]theme
Theme
Another focus area
Passive In the individual herd,
of target is [family relations
[determine]verb passive [family relasentence between the giraffes]theme
tions between the giraffes]theme
given
by [DNA-investigations]agent
Table 2. An example of a target sentence in active and passive voice versions, with
context sentences setting the agent or the theme up as given. Each of the target
sentences occurred with each of the context sentences, in different versions of the
texts. Translated from the original Danish (preserving Danish V2 word order).

The underlying assumption of the manipulation is that a target sentence is
easier to read if it is more coherent with the immediately preceding context
sentence, and that such coherence may be at least partially achieved if the
subject of the target sentence, which occurs as the ﬁrst NP associated with
the target verb, is explicitly given by the context sentence. This leads to the
hypothesis that active sentences will be easier to understand if the agent –
which takes the subject position in active sentences – is given, while passive
sentences are easier to read if the theme – which is the subject of passive
sentences – is given by the context sentence. However, this was not the
case: a mixed-effects regression model (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker,
2015; Kuznetsova, Bruun Brockhoff, & Haubo Bojesen Christensen,
2016) in the R statistical environment (R Core Team, 2016) showed no
signiﬁcant interaction between voice and which thematic role was given
by the context, no difference between active and passive sentences, and
a main effect advantage for sentences in which the theme rather than the
agent was given, an effect which is not in itself really interpretable.
This experiment was an attempt to further investigate the absence of
an effect in the eye-tracking experiments described in section 4.1. At the
same time, it was also an additional exploration of the continuum between
experiments and experience, attempting to address two of the problems
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with the previous studies – the predictability measurement problem and
the noisiness of the data – that arose because of their naturalistic approach.
The predictability issue was at least partly addressed by the systematic
manipulation of voice and givenness on the same lexical material, and
indeed an aggregated conditional trigram probability measure was not
signiﬁcant in these analyses. The same systematic manipulation could
also contribute to less noisy data, compared to the many different types of
constructions and the variations of them used in the experiments reported
in section 4.1. However, this systematicity came at the cost of naturalness,
with the constructed texts arguably coming across as too artiﬁcial to the
readers. Finally, the reading time in the sentence-by-sentence self-paced
task, which was partly chosen with the practical objective of being able to
run multiple experiments simultaneously and thus get more participants,
may be too insensitive to the after all relatively minor manipulation.
Although the explicit givenness of ﬁrst NP associated with the target verb
does probably improve coherence, the difference between the two NPs was
in practice one of relative givenness: in order to get the texts to work as
texts, the not explicitly given NP was in many cases implicitly given.
4.3 Other avenues of research
While the approaches described in sections 4.1 and 4.2 should not be
entirely discounted, the problems with them are also such that other
avenues of research should be explored. There are several interesting
possible perspectives, but common to them is the need to take into account
multiple aspects of text processing.
One interesting way of doing this, which stays squarely in the
experimental camp, is the approach of Kuperman, Matsuki, & Van Dyke
(2018) who investigate the effects of the readers’ cognitive and linguistic
ability, the linguistic properties of the text, and the temporal dynamic of
the reading process, and crucially also the interaction and relative weights
of these. This goes some way towards understanding the many levels of
text processing and the emphasis on interactions is both novel and crucial.
More generally, reader proﬁciency in a broad sense is an important aspect
to take into account, and on trend in relation to the recent emphasis on
individual differences in language processing (for an overview, see Kidd,
Donnelly, & Christiansen, 2018). However, the clear experimental focus of
Kuperman et al. (2018) still means that the more experience-related issues
of in-depth comprehension and reader reception are not clearly addressed.
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Given the interdependence of the different aspects of text processing
outlined in this chapter, an ideal would be joint consideration of the multiple
aspects – including comprehension, speed, and reception – while looking
at both the narrowly processing-oriented aspects measured in experiments
and the experience of language users in the wild. This ideal may be
partially implemented by mixed-methods approaches, though it remains to
be worked out exactly how to interpret potentially diverse results together.
As a compromise, the reception aspect and variations in comprehension
beyond what may be measured in multiple-choice questions should as a
minimum be considered as valid concerns in relation to text processing;
conversely, the more text processing oriented aspects should in turn be
seriously evaluated rather than just assumed in writing guides and language
policies.
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